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Abstract. 

In this article my purpose is show how NIKE via its web page show all its products as a 

smart and simple manner to maintain their costumers and then attract new ones. 

Furthermore I will show the main characteristics of NIKE web page. 
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Introduction. 

During all the history of NIKE brand, always it’s selling a one kind of sport; smart, 

healthy and pleasant. NIKE is one of the famous brands around the world and it is 

achieved as a consequence of the god job of all workers with the idea about want they 

want to sell very clear.  

Conceptual maps. 

In this part of the paper we will see an image about how it works de corporative web of 

NIKE. Let see the figure. 

 

 

Figure 1: first Nike webpage.  

Source: Nike.com 
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Explanation. 

At the beginning when you entrance in the web page, you take in account where you 

are, because you are seeing one of the best coaches of the world and then below you are 

seeing some famous athletes. It is a manner to show the prestige of the brand. 

Continuing with the services that are offering NIKE in its web page, if we turn our eyes 

to left part we will see the different services that are. There is the online shop, when you 

could buy whatever product of the NIKE; there are also special sites where you will 

personalize your trainers or t-shirts, etc. Below of these sites that I have just said, there 

are four more divided exclusively about the type of product. For instance: running, 

NIKE+, football, woman. 

As a conclusion, at the first point of view of the web page, it’s obviously that we could 

appreciate that it is functional, practical, and a correct web page. It’s very easy to find 

whatever someone is searching and I think that it is the key question. So NIKE, also is 

doing very well its corporative image and its probably is come type of indirect 

marketing. 
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